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Summary of Chinese and Mongolian Responses

1. Mongolian Space
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Summary: Both China and Mongolia want to retain a distinct character for Mongolian space not 
unified with the NBSP. k ,

2. ?! Punctuation Character

L2/98-251 concurs with L2/98-104, that this character can be encoded at, say U+2047 in the 
punctuation block, rather than as a specifically Mongolian punctuation mark.

L2/98-252 concurs with the Chinese position.

3. Positional Format Controls

u in L2/98-104 is valid, and that the already encoded
used instead of the 4 positional format controls suggested in WG2 N 1711 

So China was agreeing that those 4 characters were not needed in the Mongolian proposal.

L2/98-252 agrees that the ZWJ and ZWNJ could be used instead, but does a reanalysis of the 
possible cases to show the number of characters required for each, and argues that the four
positional variant controls of WG2 N 1711 would accomplish the task more “efficiently and 
elegantly . ^

L2/98-272 presents statistical evidence from a large Mongolian corpus to show that the only two 
Kinds of cases that have any significant occurrence in text (showing a single positional form in 
isolation, or showing syllabification of Mongolian words with spaces between forms) do not require 
any difference in total number of characters required, under either proposal. It further claims that all 
the other theoretically possible positional combinations, while of conceivable use, do not show uo 
even once in the large (multi-million word) corpus. Thus it states, correctly, in my opinion, that 
nurnber of required characters for the joiner/non-joiner analysis versus the 4 positional format 
controls analysis is not criterial for practical use In real text. China restates its willingness to make 
use of the ZWJ and ZWNJ

Summary: China concurs with the analysis of L2/98-104 and agrees to use ZWJ and ZWNJ instead 
ot 4 new Mongolian-specific positional format controls. Mongolia admits the ZWJ and ZWNJ 
analysis would work, but restates a preference for the positional format controls.

4. Free Variant Selectors

L2/98-251 provides some justification and restates the need for 3 of these for Mongolian China 
expresses no preference.for whether these are Mongolian-specific or are encoded outside of the 
Mongolian block for general usage.

L2/98-252 concurs with China and restates the need for 3 free variant selectors.

/

5. Mongolian Vowel Separator



L2/98-251 argues the case for retaining this character, stating that it represents a more 
parsimonious encoding of a rather commonly occurring situation in Mongolian text. It points out that 
the MVS also maps directly onto existing expectations about keyboard input practice, and that it •'
directly reflects Latin transcriptional practice for Mongolian as well. China states that it doesn’t care 
what the character is named, and agrees that MONGOLIAN ZERO WIDTH NON-JOINER would 
serve just as well.

L2/98-252 suggests that the MVS is redundant, and that its effects could be predicted by special
casing the rules for positional variant formation by specifying the set of consonants after which the - 
a/-e vowel takes the separated form (consonant before takes a final form, followed by a short qao 
and then the final form of the -a/-e).

L2/98-272 presents a fairly complex counterargument to the Mongolian position on this, pointing 
out that the default for a specified set of consonants in Mongolian does not apply to that same set 
of consonants in the other 4 languages written with the Mongolian script. Rather than make the 
special, gapped forms be the default rule-governed behavior and then have to override it in the 
other languages, L2/98-272 argues that the special behavior in Mongolian proper can best be 
handled by introducing the MVS, which additionally matches input and transliterational practice.

Summary: China argues to retain the MVS, while not caring about its name. Mongolia argues that it 
is' redundant, and can be predicted by rule.

6. Todo Soft Hyphen

L2/98-251 presents a little more evidence of usage of this character, argues that it is still needed 
but agrees that it could be called TODO HYPHEN instead.

L2/98-252 abstains on this issue, for lack of expertise on Todo.

UTC Positions on Mongolian Encoding

Except when otherwise noted, these positions are organized by the numbers used in document 
WG2 N 1734 (= L2/98-104), and are stated in terms of agreement or disagreement with the 
opinions expressed by the Chinese national body in documents L2/98-251 and L2/98-272 or by 
Mongolia and UNU/IIST expressed in document L2/98-252, authored by Richard Moore.

7. Mongolian Space

The UTC accepts the Chinese and Mongolian requirements for encoding a separate Mongolian 
space. There is a reasonable case for the common usage of a non-breaking space of Mongolian- 
specific layout width that can be used for Mongolian-specific (common) purposes and which could 
meaningfully contrast with a regular NBSP used in the same text.

The UTC suggests that this character be named NARROW NO BREAK SPACE and that it be 
encoded in the General Punctuation block at U+202F. The concept of the Mongolian space (a non- 
breaking space, narrower than a normal non-breaking space, and contrasting with it in usage) ^ *



could be of use in other scripts as well; therefore it is better to make this 
character, rather than limiting it to the Mongolian script. a general use punctuation

2. ?! Punctuation Character

Chinese and Mongolian positions. The xx07 MONGOLIAN
u3o47 or l^?2048 7'”^ Punctuation block, perhaps at
MARI<7inr7 7 name for this symbol would be QUESTION EXCLAMATION
MARK, since it is of general applicability and would not be limited to Mongolian usage only

3. Positional Format Controls

concurred^witMhP^L^^f ^ Chinese position regarding positional format controls. China has
ncurred with the analysis that use of the already encoded ZWJ and ZWNJ in the same wav thpv

are used for positional format control in the Arabic and Syriac scripts would meet the reauirementq
n7?dTr the^'te7nSl77L7r 'he lack of a
neea rortne alternative proposal involving 4 new positional format controls is cogent.

vvir'^v?^'■ ‘7® ^ Mongolian-specific positional format controls shown at
Sam for h^i 'h® proposal before the preparaTon of a
PDAM for ballotting on the Mongolian encoding. eperation or a

4. FtGe Vdriant SQlectors

Both China and Mongolia have reiterated the need for 3 free variant selector characters The i irr

nh ert-*h® Chinese and Mongolian positions and has noencodinn 7°f'h®®® 3 free variant selector characters in the proposed Mongolfan 
encoding, as shown in document WG2 N 1711. 'viungoiian

IS,Mn!!!ouidV!l *•"» IW »• Ir« varam setetor

5. Mongolian Vowel Separator

The UTC agrees with the Chinese position regarding the Mongolian vowel separator The rase k
acco7drwith tm7s^^ -P^' Practi7e ,0 the encoding and also
the s7ggrsfen7nnrr ^°"9°''®" .UTC supports the encoding of the MVS. Contra 

MONGOLIAN VOWFl qFPAof-li^D particular advantage in changing the name from
MONGOLIAN VOWEL SFPA^^np *° ^^RO WIDTH NON-JOINER. The name

WEL SEPARATOR, as shown in document WG2 N 1711 should be retained.

c'laracter should clearly detail the effect it has on the positional form 
ction of the consonant it follows and the vowel it precedes in Mongolian proper. Also,



d^ailed'^as a a^^de't(!^hp^°''^'^ languages that use the Mongolian script should be

proper use (or non-use) of this character for particular languages.

6. Todo Soft Hyphen

The UTC accepts the requirement for this character, as expressed by the Chinese national body.

The UTC would like to see more evidence regarding the positions where the Todo Soft Hvnhpn 
occur. If, as suggested in L2/98-251, the on/y position that this character fan ocourts imf

HYPHPM ^ ° ® syllables on each line) then TODO SOFT

rSoS 5Cr.rir :.r" “ «-™«° - °s..
Overall recommendation

IcripSd°oTuS WG?N"l7te rf®’ for the Mongolian
11, with the exceptions as noted above regarding issues 1-6.
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